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 to boot to bios SuperLag: I can't see anything that's missing for you. Linux_CZ: you're trying to boot your system from an
HDD, right? i need help with a swap file and using both swap and main memory (swap file of equal size to the actual ram)

NTQ: I know... but if it's not there, what is it supposed to do? NTQ: if I have a bunch of packages installed, what does that have
to do with me downloading some codec? SuperLag: I know, but i thought it would start you or something. I'm trying to figure

out why it doesn't work. Linux_CZ: and you have nothing else on that drive? NTQ: do you know the codec file name?
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SuperLag: right Ubuntu from usb NTQ: actually, it just needs to be copied to your RAM, right? i'd like to expand my swap file.
i'm currently getting 37 GB (i have 4GB ram and a 32 GB SSD), and my current swap is set to 1.5 times the ram, or 6GB in this
case. I have only ext4 on ssd And ofc I have to boot from usb Linux_CZ: you want to boot to your SSD drive, and install Ubuntu

on it? how can i increase my swap file size to 3 or 4 times my ram? SuperLag: Oh, you mean a linux-restricted-modules and a
kernel-module package? Yes But I want to install bootloader and such on ssd that's not how to Linux_CZ: do you have a USB

flash drive? I have but it has only ext4 on it And i have to install bootloader and all that stuff from usb 82157476af
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